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ABSTRACT Photonic networks and software-defined networks are two promising technologies to improve
network-on-chips performance, scalability, and resource utilization. Several architectures suffer from scaling
limitations, high-power consumption, and noise interference drawbacks. In this paper, an enhanced photonic
network-on-chip architecture called (SD-PNoC) is presented. The proposed architecture based on a hybrid
hardware-software approach, and a Software-Defined Management Orchestrator (SDMO) to separate the
network control and data forwarding planes. This orchestrator has hosted on the upper hardware router as a
virtual layer capable of dynamicmanagement. It reconfigures data forwarding paths and allows dynamic exe-
cution of different algorithms in real-time, as it scales the proposed topology based on both applications and
the network requirements. The proposed SD-PNoC architecture, hierarchical communication protocols, and
orchestrator management policies were implemented, simulated, and tested using a customized Phoenix-SIM
framework in the OMNIT++ simulation environment. Numerous simulation experiments under different
conditions have been performed and have proven that the performance of the proposed architecture is better
than that of the conventional electronic network on chip (ENoC). Furthermore, simulation results without
using the management policies showed that the latency is reduced by 46% and 25.5% for the 4 × 4 and
8 × 8 network structures, respectively. While the power consumption is reduced by 76.5% and 78.5% for
the 4× 4 and 8× 8 network structures, respectively. Besides, the chip area is reduced by 33.4%. Moreover,
simulation results of SDMO with using the management policies for the 8× 8 network structures increased
the enhancement of latency from 25.5% to 37.3% and the power consumption from 78.5% to approximately
80%, which assure the ability of the proposed architecture to remarkably enhance the overall performance
of complex network-on-chip structures.

INDEX TERMS Network-on-chip (NoC), photonic network-on-chip (PNoC), software-defined networking
(SDN), reconfigurable NoC.

I. INTRODUCTION
The technological advances in IC fabrication techniques have
allowed the integration of a large number of processing cores
in a System-on-Chip (SoC), e.g. IBM’s TrueNorth [1] neuro-
morphic transistor chip with 4,096 cores networked together,
and Intel’s Loihi [2] neuromorphicMany-core Processor with
On-Chip Learning that supports scaling to 4096 on-chip cores
and, hierarchical addressing, up to 16,384 chips. This fact
allows the possibility of carrying out complex operations and
algorithms but brings more challenges. The resulting growth
of High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems, supercom-
puters and data centers are increasingly reshaping the network
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infrastructure and the interconnection network [3], which
on the other hand increased the energy consumption and
cost budgets [4]. In recent years, Networks-on-Chips (NoCs)
have been proposed as a methodology for simplifying and
improving the design of Multiprocessor Systems-on-Chips
(MPSoC) [3], [5], [6] and [7], 3D architectures [8], routing
and mapping algorithms have been proposed [9], [10], [11]
and [12], Several reconfigurable ONoCs have been presented
[13], [14], [15] and [16] so far. However, they either suffer
from considerable area overhead and low efficiency. How-
ever, the objective of finding a general platform that suits
any network for flexible chip control had a great deal in the
research community. Researchers found that the concept of
Software Defined Networks (SDN) can be applied to NoC
[17], [18], [19], and [20]. The combination of these concepts
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produced a novel NoC management technology, which was
called Software Defined Network on Chip (SDNoC) [21]
and [22]. Several papers have been devoted to the control
of NoC using the scope of SDN, [23] and [24] proposed
a Software-Defined Photonic Network-on-Chip (SD-PNoC)
architectures based on the principle of a centralized control
plane separated from the network forwarding or switching
plane but they suffer from scaling limitations and high-
noise interference problem. While [25] presented a hybrid
hierarchical SD-PNoC that improved the scalability problem
by introducing a hierarchical control plane with inter/intra
communication protocols. On the other hand, the authors of
[26] used the Bus-based NoC to introduce an SDN controller
that permits a run-time reconfiguration of the data forwarding
plane allowing the execution of different algorithms in run
time. In [19], [27], [21], and [28], A SDNoC architecture
and a performance evaluation using System C models are
presented. The configuration time, delay, and throughput
were evaluated for different routing algorithms (RA) e.g.
XY, West First, North Last, etc. Results proved that the
deterministic routing, such as XY routing, achieves the best
performance among other adaptive routing algorithms. Since,
adaptive RA is a better choice for low traffic load, while in
high traffic loads, both routing algorithms approach the same
results. However, the presented research showed a remarkable
enhancement in the overall performance, the optimized per-
formance against the energy consumption, and the area still
research gaps.

Based on those works, this paper evaluates the commu-
nication latency, power consumption, and chip area of 2D-
mesh NoC. The comparative analysis focuses on standard
baseline conventional electronic NoC and the proposed
Software-defined PNoC similar in architecture to the one pre-
sented in [21] and [29]. However, the main goal of this work
is to identify an SD-Orchestrator including software manage-
ment policies capable of passing requests upward/downward
layers, reconfiguring data forwarding paths, and process-
ing elements. Characterized among other models by a clear
separation between the data forwarding plane and the con-
trol plane, this separation provides flexible management
for the central controller that makes it possible to improve
the utilization of all network-on-chip resources. This man-
agement layer added to the photonic layer to adjust the
addressing schemes for routing levels used by the rout-
ing algorithm, based on deterministic RA with the SDNoC
approach to produce the best communication performance
for MPSoC’s. Furthermore, hardware modification for data
forwarding (Processing) plane made by summing up all Net-
work Interface Function (NIF) to a concentrated gateway,
leaving the network routers in the photonic layer, while using
an arbiter/controller to connect local processors cores with a
single shared NIF.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2
discusses the proposed system architecture, including the
topology, communication protocol, micro-architecture of the
centralized controller. Then, Section 3 presents the network

FIGURE 1. Proposed SDN-PNoC.

management plane, management policies, and required
addressing scheme. Finally, the performance evaluation
and conclusion are discussed in section 4 and section 5
respectively.

II. THE PROPOSED SOFTWARE DEFINED CONTROLLER
FOR PHOTONIC NETWORK ON CHIP
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) refers to a new
approach for network programmability, that is, the capacity
to initialize, control, change, and manage network behavior
dynamically via open interfaces. SDN emphasizes the role
of software in running networks through the introduction of
abstraction for the data forwarding plane and separating it
from the control plane. This separation allows faster innova-
tion cycles at both planes. However, there was an increasing
confusion as to what exactly SDN is, what is the layer struc-
ture in an SDN architecture, and how layers interface with
each other.

In this section, the proposed Software-Defined Controller
for Photonic Network on Chip (SD-PNoC) architecture is
presented. Then, the proposed network controller and Net-
work Interface Function (NIF) micro-architecture is pro-
duced. After that, communication protocols, and path setup
discussed. Finally, Software Management is applied to the
proposed hierarchy and plentifully expressed.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Achieving high performance from a many-core, the multi-
processor system depends on the best utilization of both
the computational and the communicational resources. The
proposed architecture is simplified in a sketch presented
in Fig.1 that is based on a merger of two concepts,
software-defined networks (SDN) and a Photonic network on
chips (PNoC). The architecture presented at first look seems
like a hierarchy, but this is for a clear system description. The
presented system consists of four sub-layers; these sub-layers
can work separately or simultaneously.

1) PROCESSING PLANE
This plane consists of the two bottom layers, the Optical
(switching) layer with Fan in/out process and the Con-
trol layer. Based on the architecture described in [30],
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FIGURE 2. Various 4 × 4 non-blocking switch designs, (a) the original 4 × 4
non-blocking switch, (b) a 4 × 4 non-blocking switch that reduces the
number of crossings, and (c) a 4 × 4 non-blocking switch that minimizes
insertion loss for the straight path cases (North-South, and West-East).

FIGURE 3. Proposed data plane.

A 16 × 16 mesh is constructed from 4× 4 photonic switches
connected to form a mesh topology with 4 × 4 clusters, The
clusters are generally small in sizes, such as 2 × 2, 3 ×
3, 4 × 4, or 5 × 5, that what makes up the data plane of
the software-defined network. In our architecture, we used a
4× 4 non-blocking Straight-Path switch from switch designs
described in Fig. 2 (b), which reduces the number of crossings
to reduce power losses to form a 256-core system with a
16-core cluster combination described in Fig. 3. The pro-
posed architecture also tested for a more complex network
structure of an 8× 8-mesh network structure using an asym-
metric photonic switch since it can save even more loss by
eliminating a number of the crossings.

The power budget is one of the major design constraints of
any photonic network, which is determined by the nonlinear
threshold (9) of devices that will start to induce nonlinear
effects. The first, a non-linear effect to be induced in the
waveguide as follows∑N

λ
Pλ ≤ 9wg (1)

The sum of the optical power of all the wavelengths at a
point in a waveguidemust be less than the nonlinear threshold
power, where N is the number of wavelengths. The second
nonlinear critical point is in a modulator, which says:

Pλ ≤ 9mod (2)

Since a modulator is resonant with only one wavelength,
we are only concerned with the optical power of a single
wavelength. While the real value of Pλ should be Pλ -ζdelivery,
where ζdelivery is the optical loss from the laser source to deliv-
ery point to the first modulator, ζdelivery, is usually negligible,
and therefore we only consider the injected power Pλ. Finally,
for circuit-switched networks, the third potential source of
nonlinear effects is in a broadband switch, which says:∑N

λ
Pλ ≤ 9swich (3)

The sum of the optical power of all the wavelengths going
through the switch must be less than the nonlinear threshold
power 9switch. Since the switch that will experience the most
amount of power is the one immediately following the modu-
lator bank, where ζmodulation is the loss experienced passing
through the modulator bank and modulated. The power of
each wavelength will be:

Pλ = Plamda − ζdelivery − ζmodulation (4)

In [30], The control plane is distributed to the process-
ing nodes; each node controls and configures a photonic
switch using a dominating node in each row in each clus-
ter. Core concentration is accomplished by using ordi-
nary network-side concentration, shown in Fig. 4 (a). The
network-side concentration involves modifying the network
switches and routers to accept multiple injection/ejection
points, such as increasing the number of ports (radix) in
an electronic router. Network-side concentration requires no
changes in the processing plane because each Processor still
has one NIF, which it uses to interface to the increased-
radix routers. In this paper, the core concentration accom-
plished using an alternate approach using a concentrated
gateway (Controller) which leaves the network routers in
the photonic layer, while using a switch to connect local
processors multi-cores with a single shared NIF. This switch,
shown in Fig. 4 (b), represents the proposed control layer of
the proposed Software-Defined photonic NoC orchestrator.
Processor router, routes between processing elements (PE)
and collectively orchestrate the data plane (i.e. The photonic
switches) to implement data paths required for the application
by providing a framework for processing elements to request
and receive services (i.e., Setting-up routing paths) from the
network via a centralized SDN controller. SDN-based con-
trol makes the procedure of path set-up simpler. By sending
requests to the central controller, the source PE avoids the
traditional hop-by-hop consequences (i.e., Delay). Therefore,
it is better because it saves on the number of modulators and
detectors needed, and thus power and area.

2) NETWORK PLANE
To illustrate the idea of the proposed photonic network
plane, a 4 × 4 switch shown in the upper part of Fig. 5 is
used as a base. In the proposed solution, a modulator and
detector banks have been added to the East and South
ports, respectively. The proposed components are designed
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FIGURE 4. Core concentration, (a) Network-side, (b) Concentrated
gateway (Controller).

FIGURE 5. A 4 × 4 Mesh topology, showing 5-port photonic switch and
NIF block diagram.

based on the optimized switch illustrated in Fig.3 to highly
reduce the insertion loss. To analyze and evaluate the pro-
posed multi-layer network, a high crossing StraightPath
switch illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) is used as a test case. Consider-
ing the mesh network design shown in Fig.5, the closed-form
approximation for worst-case loss in the network is given by
Eq. (5);

ζnetwork = ζmod−det + ζinj−ej + (2N − 1)

×
(
ζswitch−thru + ζProp

)
+ ζswitch−drop (5)

where ζnetworkmod−det is insertion loss from passing through
the modulator and the filter bank, ζinj−ej Is from dropping
through rings to be injected into the network, ζswitch−thru Is

TABLE 1. Insertion loss optimization parameters.

FIGURE 6. Proposed network plane.

passing straight through a switch (without dropping through
a ring), ζdrop Is making a turn at a switch (dropping through
a ring), and ζProp Is the propagation loss (as a function
of distance) between the switches. These terms defined as
follows:

ζmod−det = ζmod + 2σ filter + ζfilter−drop (6)

ζinj−ej = 2ζ ring−drop (7)

ζswitch−thru = 6ζ cross + 4ζ ring−thru + 2ζ bend
+ζwg × Sswitch × 1.5 (8)

ζswitch−drop = 5ζ cross + ζring−thru + 2ζ bend
+ζwg × Sswitch × 1.5 (9)

ζprop = (Schip/N − Sswitch)ζwg (10)

where (Schip and Sswitch Are the sizes (of one side) of the
chip and switch, respectively. Table 1 shows the remarkable
enhancement in the insertion loss using the proposed multi-
layer network compared with the conventional single-layer
network.

As shown in Fig.6, the network plane proposed as a
photonic switch controlled by an electronic packet-switched
router. The photonic switch consists of a 4× 4 non-blocking
Photonics switch, which is carefully composed of the pho-
tonic basic building blocks, including 1×2 and 2×2 photonic
switching elements (PSE), micro-ring resonators (MRR), and
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FIGURE 7. Communication between application, Processor, and NIF.

waveguides [31]. An electronic router in Fig.6, is a basic
store-and-forward packet-switched router [32]. It consists of
three sub-modules working together, including router arbiter,
router crossbar, and router in port. The router is modeled to
have a 3-stage pipeline: message arrival and request, arbi-
tration, and switch traversal. Once the electronic router and
the photonic switch connected, it creates a circuit-switched
network where the router arbiter performs routing calcula-
tions and switch allocations according to addressing schemes
identified in the management plane. To manage the pho-
tonic layer, control messages travel through the centralized
controller to enable the photonic switches to trace out and
complete path setup from source to destination. The manage-
ment plane and addressing schemes are presented in the next
subsections.

B. COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
A typical communication in the processing plane between
the NIF, Processor, and Application can be described as
communication events shown in Fig.7 for an Application
generates the first message, then waited until it received a
message from another core. The three main protocols are
color-coded by the interacting pairs as application event
timing (green), NIF-Processor communication (red), and
NIF-Network communication (blue).

Circuit-switched networks require a control mechanism
to set up end-to-end circuit paths. This mechanism is done
on a separate physical router, which is the proposed SD-
PNoC controller. In Fig.8 an example of a path setup was
described, the resources required at Router2 conflicted, and
a path-blocked message returned to the NIF that requested
the path setup. A linear back-off period was implemented
for congestion control. At the receiving end, when the NIF
receives a path setup, it returns a pathACK,where the sending
NIF can transmit the data on the data plane, and finally
release the reserved network resources with a path teardown
message.

FIGURE 8. Path setup protocol.

III. PROPOSED SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT PLANE
The Management Plane of the proposed SD-Orchestrator is
a software management algorithm applied to the router’s
arbiter of the network plane. The Router Arbiter contains
the basic algorithm for ensuring that a message has correctly
routed through implementing three main functions: routing,
contention, and device setup based on the addressing that is
clearly described in the next subsections.

A. NETWORK MANAGER
The NM allocates routes based on the global information that
is stored in the NM itself. This global information describes
the addressing configuration of the data network. The net-
work manager NM has two functions. The first function is
collecting messages from the NIs and the second is distribut-
ing configuration instructions to the switches and NIs. The
topology to perform these functions can be a tree or a fat
tree. A reasonable control network is characterized by short
messages assumed. Thus, (1) The Arbiter has a Round-robin
scheduling [33] approach to provide fairness in delivering
requests. (2) Photonic Arbiter implements the logic for han-
dling various path-setup messages depending on the address-
ing schema. (3) The proposed reconfigurable optical software
manager is a separate layer in the orchestrator as illustrated
in Fig. 9 by the dashed lines and is designed using wave-
length selective optical switches that utilize one or multi-
ple wavelength channels carrying management optical data
signals and it configures wavelength channels and routes
dynamically. The proposed design facilitates and provides an
identical number of hops in both the forward and backward
paths, from the NM to each NI and each switch and vice
versa to ensure symmetrical synchronization of configuration
messages.

B. THE ADDRESSING
How cores in multi-processor system architecture addressed
is a very critical issue. Considering the 256-core system
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FIGURE 9. The proposed software-defined network manager with addressing schema.

structure made of a 4 × 4-grid topology and 4 × 4 cluster,
a hierarchal addressing scheme is proposed, the leftmost
address considered as the top, and the rightmost is the bottom.
The format of addresses is:

NET :MEM : PROC

where NET is the network domain or the routers, MEM is the
memory gateway domain and PROC is the processor domain.
We can see how addresses are assigned in Fig.8. Since the
routers are’’ top’’ level, the Arbiter has only the NET domain
defined which specifies which domain it is. The process for
routing up and down the address domains defined in arbiters
as a management algorithm for parsing the addresses. The
algorithm implements three functions: (1) Route function
to decide where to forward the message when in the same
address domain. (2) Getup Port function decideswhich port to
go to when we need to go up a domain. (3) Get-down function
to decide which port to go to when we need to go down a
domain.

When a message reaches an arbiter, it looks at the des-
tination address, starting with the top level. Depending on

which address does not match the arbiter’s address, andwhich
level the arbiter is will dictate which function is called. The
algorithm used to select the routing level and the routing
algorithm within the same level described in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
A. SIMULATION SETUP
In this section, a conventional electronic network-on-chip
and the proposed SD-PNoC system architectures have been
simulated using OMNET++ platform [34], with a modified
version of the PhoenixSim framework [35], This simulation
environment is suitable to investigate both electronic and
photonic NoC, it provides a detailed physical model for
basic photonic building blocks, such as waveguides, modula-
tors, photo-detectors, and switches. Electronic performance
based on the ORION simulator. We simulated a 4 × 4.2
D-mesh topology with 16 core clusters where the processor
frequency is 1.6 GHz to form 256-core system architecture.
This structure tested for conventional ENoC and the pro-
posed SD-PNoC in terms of communication latency, power
consumption. Besides, the proposed architecture tested for a
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Algorithm 1 The Algorithm of Selecting Routing Level and
x-y Routing Within the Same Level

Requirements: The allowed longest distance D, Network
Address, Destination ID (des X, desY), the source routers’
location (myX, myY), and routing level (numX, numY).
Ensure: The output port or routing level is OutLev and
output port of the message packet is Out PA
1. if abs(desX - myX) + abs( desY – myY) ≤ D

Then
2. for i ∈ [myY, numY], j ∈ [myX, numX] do
3. if (myY =0) then
4. OutLev← Node_N
5. else-if (myY = numY − 1) then
6. OutLev← Node_S
7. else-if (myX =0) then
8. OutLev← Node_W
9. else-if (myX = numX − 1) then

10. OutLev← Node_E
11. Else
12. OutLev← Node_Out
13. end if
14. end for
15. for i ∈ [myY, desY], j ∈ [myX, desX]&&
16. [myY = Network Address] do
17. if ( desY > myY)then
18. OutPA← Node_S
19. else-if (desY < myY) then
20. OutPA← Node_N
21. else-if (desX > myX) then
22. OutPA← Node_E
23. else-if (desX < myX) then
24. OutPA← Node_W
25. else
26. OutPA← Node_Out
27. end if
28. end for

more complex structure of an 8 × 8.2D mesh topology with
the same clusters of 16 cores producing 1024-core system
architecture. The proposed architecture produces a 33.4 %
reduction in chip area compared to the conventional ENoC
structure. As the electronic buses and connections require
more chip area compared to optical ones. Fig. 10 shows the
proposed system architecture in the simulation environment.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the simulation parameters for
4× 4 and 8× 8 system architectures in the hardware and the
photonic communication networks.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, two experiment scenarios have been sim-
ulated and tested individually. The first scenario discusses
the performance of our proposed SD-PNoC architecture
without any management policies compared with a conven-
tional electronic network on chip (ENoC). The second sce-
nario discusses the performance of our proposed architecture

FIGURE 10. Proposed system architecture on PhoenixSim.

TABLE 2. Hardware configuration parameters.

TABLE 3. Photonic communication network parameters.

with SDMO and management selective policies compared to
the proposed architecture without policies and conventional
network on chips.

1) WITHOUT MANAGEMENT POLICIES
Figure 11 (a) and (b) compare the average latency of both
conventional electronic network (ENoC) and the proposed
software-defined photonic network (SD-PNoC) using 4× 4
and 8×8 network structures, respectively. Both Figures 11(a)
and 11(b) illustrate that the latency of the conventional
network is better than the proposed photonic network formes-
sage size up to 500 bytes this because the transmitted mes-
sages should be processed and modulated using a photonic
network before sending which increases the overall latency.
Compared to the conventional network, these messages are
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FIGURE 11. Latency performance, (a) a 4 × 4-network structure, (b) an 8 × 8-network structure.

FIGURE 12. Power consumption performance, (a) a 4 × 4-network structure, (b) an 8 × 8-network structure.

sent directly and their size is much less than the data rate.
However, for the larger messages, the photonic network per-
forms faster and the overall latency remarkably decreases
compared with that using the conventional network because
the overall processing and modulation time is much less than
the time used in the conventional network to divide, process,
and transmit large messages. Moreover, for larger messages,
the switching time (speed) of modulation and the bandwidth
are much larger than that of the conventional network. Thus,
as the figures illustrate, there is a 46% enhancement in
latency of a 4 × 4-network structure and 25.5% in latency
performance of an 8 × 8-network structure. Furthermore,
we evaluated the energy consumption performance for the
two network architectures as shown in Fig.12 (a) and (b).
The SD-PNoC improved the average energy consumption
of the order of 76.5% compared to the conventional ENoC
energy consumption in the case of a 4 × 4 network struc-
ture whereas 78.5% in an 8 × 8 network structure. Most
of the power consumption in our architecture comes from
modulation and detection of optical signals, in addition to
the crossbars and buffers of the electronic control network.
On other hand, ENoC uses pure electronic paths and switch-
ing elements that consume much power. This demonstrates
the power of our proposed system architecture interconnects
over the conventional architecture interconnect. However,
compared to the network structure in [20], their architec-
ture enhanced the power consumption by 72.4%, while our

proposed architecture produces an extra 6% enhancement to
power consumption.

2) WITH A SOFTWARE DEFINED MANAGEMENT
ORCHESTRATOR (SDMO) AND POLICIES
In this section, various simulations are presented. Both the
latency and power consumption of the system have been
evaluated after overlaying software SDMO with policies on
an 8 × 8-mesh SD-PNoC architecture, in which the buffer
size is 2176 bit and the channel width is 136 bit. The first
policy concerns the message size to control the processing
network scalability. This policy also chooses to send the small
control messages to the electronic network while sending
larger message sizes optically. However, we found that the
performance of this policy is limited by how large do the elec-
tronic buffer and channel widths need to be to provide good
performance at low power. As shown in Fig.13 (a), a little
improvement in average latencywhen a size policy was added
to our proposed architecture. It enhanced the performance by
3% over pure SD-PNoC with no policies and a total of 28.5%
compared to conventional ENoCs. While in Fig.13 (b), illus-
trates the energy consumption performance. The proposed
policy performs well with smaller messages but degrades the
overall performance with a larger message size. The second
policy is another possible selection policy based on traveling
distance. This policy aims on sending messages, which are
destined for nearby access points to the control network,
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FIGURE 13. An 8 × 8-network structure with size policy performance, (a) Latency, (b) Power consumption.

FIGURE 14. An 8 × 8-network structure with distance policy performance, (a) Latency, (b) Power consumption.

FIGURE 15. An 8 × 8-network structure with both policies performance, (a) Latency, (b) Power consumption.

FIGURE 16. An 8 × 8-network structure with both policies and control performance, (a) Latency, (b) Power
consumption.

and leaving long-distance communication up to the photonic
network. Fig.14 (a), illustrates the latency performance of
the system after adding the distance policy. It is noted that
adding this policy did not remarkably enhance the overall per-
formance; it even becomes worst when larger size messages

are used. However, this result is explainable since this policy
concerns only with the availability, distance, and ignores
other factors such as multiplicity of wavelengths, utilization
of resources . . . etc. This is why we looked at enhancing
this policy by combining other factors/policies such as size,
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distance, and controllability, which ended up taking about a
complete orchestrator instead of separate management poli-
cies. Furthermore, as shown in Fig.14 (b), it begins with a low
energy consumption compared to the original architecture.
It increases and eventually, after the system saturates, it pro-
duces better performances by 1% and 79.5% enhancement
compared to conventional ENoCs even with bigger messages.
This probably due to the possibility of large messages being
transmitted on the electronic network, though not going very
far end up blocking circuit-path setup messages. The third
policy we consider is the combination of the two previous
policies, where the messages selected by-product of their size
and distance traveled. As illustrated in Fig.15 (a), the latency
performance has no improvement compared to the original
structure as the message size increases. However, this per-
formance is reasonable since the adding size policy slightly
enhances the latency while adding distance policy slightly
degrades the latency performance. As a result, combining
these two policies returns the original system performance.
However, as shown in Fig.15 (b), no enhancement was noted
at the beginning, but it had a 1% reduction in energy con-
sumption and 79.5% enhancement compared to conventional
ENoCs as far as the increase in message size was concerned.
Finally, given that merging two earlier policies does not sig-
nificantly improve the system performance, we have consid-
ered adding additional control over these policies. The control
was applied to limit the number of messages and inter-arrival
time. As shown in Fig.16 (a), latency has an improvement
over the previous performance of 11.8%. This reflects an
approximate 37.3% enhancement compared to conventional
ENoCs. While in Fig.16 (b), it begins with a small amount
of energy consumption compared to the original architec-
ture and architecture with two policies, then it grows and
finally, after the system saturates, it performs better through
the improvement of an 80% compared to conventional
ENoCs.

V. CONCLUSION
Photonic networks and software-defined networks are two
promising technologies to improve the performance and scal-
ability of on-chip networks. However, these technologies do
not solve the problem on their own. In this paper, an efficient
software-defined photonic network on chip SD-PNoC is pro-
posed. The proposed architecture and hierarchal communica-
tion protocols among the proposed layers have been designed
to reduce the complexity growth of the SDN control plane and
utilize the advantage of electronic short-distance communica-
tion and photonic long-distance communication. In addition,
A Software-defined management orchestrator SDMO with
different management policies for the processing plane has
been applied considering the proposed addressing schemes.
Nevertheless, these software management policies have been
used to apply more control over path selectivity, and produce
better on-chip resource utilization. The simulations for pro-
posed SD-PNoC architecture and SDMO with policies tested
in different conditions. The results showed high stability with

a remarkable enhancement in the processing speed, latency,
and power consumption.
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